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Abstract

The world is moving towards a future where it needs enough spectrum to fulfill its ever increasing traffic demands. It is expected that mobile device per capita would increase from 1.05 in 2014 to 1.50 in 2019. Moreover, studies show that wireless mobile data traffic is expected to grow 1000 folds by 2020. It is very likely given the types of advanced devices that are connecting to wireless networks everyday, and which are capable of running advanced and data heavy applications. So, it is certain that higher capacity demands will increase in recent future.

From the Shannon capacity relation it is known that capacity depends on bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio. From all the available electromagnetic wavelengths, ITU has divided and allocated microwave bands to cellular mobile services. Apart from allocated bands, ITU is also making efforts to release lower TV bands to mobile services which would be available for provision of basic services in rural areas.

Current cellular systems use lower bands which are already at their limits in providing maximum capacity. So, future systems are investigating higher frequency bands due to higher bandwidth availability to enhance the capacity. Due to regulatory as well as hardware limitations, not all the bandwidth in a band is available to a user, so moving to higher bands alone is not a solution. Therefore, deploying advanced techniques to improve both the cell and user spectral efficiencies is required in order to provide 1000 fold capacity. These advanced techniques, like Carrier Aggregation (CA), MIMO, Heterogeneous Networks, Relay Nodes, CoMP, will improve both the capacity and coverage.

The main focus of this work is to identify frequency bands that are available for mobile cellular services and investigate the bands on the basis of their link budget. To complete the link budget, different parameters are studied and a generic behavior, with respect to frequency, is defined for all those parameters and some real numbers are selected to complete the link budget. The usability of those bands is checked on two performance matrices, cell coverage and capacity.

This study shows that there are lots of unused spectrum available, especially at higher frequencies. Based on link budget analysis, it is investigated that these bands can meet the future demands of a dense urban information society, both in terms of capacity and coverage. This work concludes that, given an acceptable receiving threshold limit, 95% coverage and beyond 1000-fold capacity can be achieved at EHF bands.

Key words: Spectrum, Digital Dividend (DD), TV White Spaces (TVWS), Transmit Power, Path Loss Models, Carrier Aggregation (CA), Heterogenous Networks (HetNets)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 2014, alone, half a million new mobile devices and connections were added to the grand total of 7.4 billion. The mobile communication, today, is considered as the most rapidly adopted technology in history that has been gradually increasing. The number of mobile cellular users crossed the numbers of terrestrial telephone users in year 2009 and it keeps on growing exponentially since then [1]. From 2009 to 2014, the cellular subscribers have grown from 4.6 billions to 7.4 billions at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 9.98 percent, as shown in figure 1.1 [1]-[5][11]. Although there has been a continuous growth in mobile subscriptions but the market is reaching to a saturation level [5]. In 2014, there were more than 1.05 mobile cellular devices per-capita but due to some rising factors there is a forecast of 1.5 devices/capita by 2019 [11].

Along with cellular adoption, with the introduction of mobile broadband services, usage of internet, especially the mobile-internet, has also grown. In 2014, global penetration rate of internet reached to 40% with Europe leading with 75% penetration rate. According to ITU statistics [1], mobile broadband overtook the fixed broadband in 2008 at 6% global penetration rate. Since then, over the period of last five years, the mobile broadband has shown an impressive growth with CAGR of 28.52% as subscribers have grown from 656 millions in 2009 to almost 2.3 billions in year 2014 [1]-[5].

With increasing number of mobile connected devices, there would be much more bandwidth needed in future to accommodate them. That is one of the reasons to acquire more bandwidth for future systems. According to studies, the wireless mobile data traffic is expected to grow 1000 fold by year 2020 and more likely to grow to 10,000 folds by 2030 [12]-[15]. Looking at the history of data usage and both the current and emerging trends it is expected to grow that much [6]-[11].
1.1 Current and Future Trends

Global mobile data traffic in year 2010 was 237 petabytes per month and reached to 2.5 exabytes (2500 petabytes) per month in 2014 [6,11] with a CAGR of 80.22%. This is interesting to note that the compound growth in mobile broadband is only 23% while traffic growth has been way higher. There are so many different factors that have caused this unusual increase of traffic, like diverse nature of connected devices, types of data services used, advancements in access technology, etc.

1.1.1 Device Growth and Diversification

Mobile devices increase the interaction between a user and network that is likely to increase overall usage resulting into growth of mobile traffic. Each year, various new devices with enhanced intelligence and capabilities are introduced in the market. Studies show that these new smart devices, like smartphones, tablets, laptops, machine-to-machine (M2M), etc. will take over the non-smart devices by the end of year 2016. It is expected that the share of smart devices will rise from 26% in 2014 to around 54% by 2019 [11]. Along with the growth in number, due to their enhanced capabilities these smart devices generate many times more traffic than those non-smart devices. There are many figures quoted in [6]-[11] but the most recent figures are mentioned here in table 1.1 given below. So, by 2019 these smart devices will generate as much as 97% of mobile traffic up from 88% in 2014 [11].
Table 1.1: High-end devices generate significant amount of traffic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Multiple of basic phone data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>37 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet</td>
<td>94 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>119 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2M Module</td>
<td>3 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearable Device</td>
<td>6 times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since, according to ITU, the cellular phone adoption is reaching to a saturation level, so the new driving factor to the increase in mobile devices is the M2M, which in general terms is called Internet-of-Everything (IoE). It brings people, processes, data and things together to form a networked society. With the ubiquity of mobile networks, bandwidth intensive M2M applications have become widespread like business and consumer surveillance, eHealthcare systems, telematics, etc. Including the wearable devices, M2M connections are expected to grow from 0.6 billions in 2014 to 3.7 billions in 2019 with CAGR of 44%; among all M2M services healthcare segment is expected to experience highest growth following by automotive industry [8,11].

1.1.2 Trending Services

With increasing numbers of smart devices connecting to mobile network, it is natural to look for the usage trends that affect both the consumer and service provider. In 2013, Cisco did an analysis of what kind of mobile data services are being used the most among 12000 users of their Android based application Data Meter both on smartphones and tablets [9]. The key finding of that analysis was the type of trending application generating the most traffic. The result was no different from previously available records. Almost half of the data consumption between both kinds of users was due to video streaming/communication applications. The results from that study are provided in table 1.2 with other services including.

Mobile video traffic had crossed 50% of the total mobile data traffic for the first time in 2012, 51% to exact [8]. From 2012 to 2014, mobile video traffic grew at 74.54% CAGR while it is expected to grow at 57% CAGR between 2014 and 2019 reaching to 69% of total mobile data traffic as compared to 55% in 2014. There is a forecast on some other trending services, in 2018, by different groups of users in [10].
### Table 1.2: Top applications for data consumption [9]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Smartphone (%age of Data Consumption)</th>
<th>Tablet (%age of Data Consumption)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video/Communication</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Browsing</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Networking</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music/Audio Streaming</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.1.3 Advanced Access Technologies

Not only the mobile devices are getting smarter, the access networks are also evolving from lower generation (2G, 3G) to higher generations (3.5G, 4G). These evolved networks are far more intelligent and also faster with higher bandwidth. Although, there is often a delay between two things but there is anecdotal evidence to support the idea that increased speed brings higher usage. The delay is mainly due to the delay in availability of the new technology to potential users.

The service provider can meet the quality of services (QoS) of its consumers by providing higher speed and bandwidth. With higher speed, the average bit rate of content will increase due to smaller latencies. While, as the network capacity increases, operators will more likely introduce appealing broadband packages. Both these things will attract more users and introduction of high capacity services and their adoption will result in more data traffic.

1.2 This Work

All these social developments in inter-connected world will lead to a change how these mobile and wireless communication devices are used. Advent of IoT and other innovative applications will bring more users to the existing system but it will also introduce diversity both in the requirements and the usage scenarios.

More diverse in nature among different scenarios defined in [15] and [16] is a ‘dense urban information society’, where a user is expected to use a diverse range of services and requires the same QoS no matter where they are and what services they are using. This scenario comprised of the requirement of amazingly fast connectivity and great service to highly demanding and diverse crowd, which is usually in the order of 10-100 times the data rate and 1000 times more data volume as of today [15].

The technical challenge is to provide high data rates at application layer with satisfying QoS at a high traffic density per area. The availability of spectrum and its maximum usage
efficiency affects the network performance. In order to fulfill these requirements wide carriers are needed along with the technology that can handle these new bands.

1.2.1 Objective

Based on above facts and figures, the purpose of this work is to study and identify the suitable bands to meet both the current and future demands in a highly demanding urban environment. The main objective is to identify all kind of bands available for mobile communication services. For that purpose both the micro-waves and millimeter-waves are studied.

For that wide range of frequencies, lots of parameters needs to be checked on for what values could be used in calculating the link budget. Some regulatory documents and existing systems and their components need to be checked for that purpose.

The link budget draws a rough picture how much basic capacity and coverage is achieved. To complete the picture, some advanced techniques and their respective gains will be studied to achieve the demanded QoS and maximum efficiency of the deployed spectrum. These techniques are deployed at network access layer of TCP/IP protocol.

So, based on the complete analysis of link budget and those techniques, suitable bands will be located for dense urban environment.

1.2.2 Work Outline

In this thesis work, we start from a study survey, where we identify the available mobile-cellular frequency bands and some other bands freed as a result of some developments in recent past. So, chapter 2 discusses the available frequency bands for mobile cellular communication.

The user demands are translated into good coverage and higher capacity. Chapter 3 identifies and defines the important parameters and collects the information to define their numerical values. That is the primary goal of this work. Then these parameters and theirs numbers are used to calculate the link budget for frequency bands listed in chapter 2.

Since, existing systems are not enough to meet the heavy future demands, despite the bandwidth increase. So, some of the techniques, used in LTE-Advanced, to improve both the capacity and coverage are studied and their gains are listed in chapter 4.

Following chapter 4, in chapter 5 we start with discussion on different system parameters we researched. Then we analyze the capacity and coverage obtained as a result of the link budget and added gains of advanced techniques. Then this work is concluded and some future work options are discussed in the end.
Chapter 2

RF Spectrum

Professor and former FCC Commissioner Glen O. Robinson had defined the spectrum as a way of describing the form of electromagnetic (EM) radiations [17]. These electromagnetic radiations have associated wavelengths to them, which could be as high as several kilometers and as low as few pico-meters ($10^{-12}$). This long list of continuous wavelengths is called the EM spectrum that is divided into several groups, as shown in figure 2.1, depending on the nature and respected wavelengths of the waves.

Existing radio communication systems operate in Radio and Microwave bands, these two bands combined are referred to as RF spectrum. International Telecommunication Union (ITU), a United Nations (UN) telecommunication regulatory body, has divided this RF spectrum into several parts and regulates the use of those small bands for different transmission systems, called Radio Regulations. These regulations also set policies and standards to mitigate the interference among the systems, whether these systems are sharing the same band or sharing the geographical proximity.

ITU has divided the world into three large geographical parts, as shown in figure 2.2, called ITU Regions. The set of regulations may either be same for all or different for different regions or two regions sharing the same regulations in certain bands. Different countries have different national regulatory authorities like Federal Communication Commission (FCC) for US, Swedish Post and Telecom Authority (PTS) for Sweden, etc. These authorities abide by the ITU regulations and implement their policies. To increase the harmony among the countries of a region, some regional authorities, like European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT), make recommendations, which are set forth during the implementation of ITU regulations.

Initially, all three regions had only pre-regulated tables of frequencies and pre-defined frequencies were used for cellular communication. However, due to several recent advancements, some low-end spectrum is being released of other services, which could be useful especially for cellular services. Also, technological advancements have made it
Figure 2.1: Electromagnetic (EM) spectrum

Figure 2.2: ITU regional division

possible to use already allocated, but unused, high-end frequency bands for cellular services. These events would most definitely lead us towards 5th generation of these communication services.

2.1 Regional Allocated Spectrum

The regional frequency allocation tables provide the detailed description of what services could be used in which bands, sometimes many services may share the band. Since, the scope of this study only covers the cellular communications, so only bands used for mobile communications are listed and used for final calculations. Following is the list of bands used for mobile communications in Sweden in table 2.1 [18].
From the table, it can be seen that higher bandwidths are available at the mm-wave frequencies; due to their propagation properties those frequencies are being discussed to use for dense-urban and sub-urban regions to provide high capacity and better coverage by making the cell area smaller. This short coverage limitation along with higher bandwidth provision yields higher spectral efficiency by giving a perfect blend of higher frequency reuse with higher throughputs.

2.2 New Spectrum – Digital Dividend (DD)

During World Radio Conference 2007 (WRC-07), ITU announced to release a good chunk of UHF band, 790-862MHz (called 800MHz band), to be used for mobile services. This spectrum was freed as a result of a decision to switch off the analogue terrestrial services and migrate those programs to digital services. This was all enabled by the pioneering ITU recommendation ITU-R BT.798, which says that digital systems should use same bandwidth as the analogue TVs. Since, the digital compression and multiplexing allows far better utilization of spectrum, a multiple number of programs can be transmitted in the same bandwidth earlier used by a single analogue program, so as a result a lot of spectrum was made free, called Digital Dividend.

At WRC-12, Arab and African countries proposed to release the 694-790MHz bands (called 700MHz band) for mobile services. This spectrum is identified as a potential candidate for second digital dividend but final allocations for this spectrum would be decided at WRC-15 as per request of European countries where this band is still in use of terrestrial TV services.

At WRC-15, there are ten agenda items and number one (1.1–1.18) deals with amending the current radio regulation policies [19]. According to [19], agenda item 1.1 deals with the additional spectrum allocation for IMT and other related regulations, while agenda item 1.2 is subject to examine the results of studies conducted in the 694-790MHz bands for mobile services in region 1.

Rate of deployment of these bands is different in different countries. US lead the world with completing the switchover and auctioning that spectrum for LTE deployment [20]. In US, 800MHz band is utilized by other services, mainly the Public Safety services, but the 700MHz band has already been auctioned; the band plan for US is given in figure 2.3 [21].

In Europe, Germany was the first one to announce the release of 800MHz band to mobile services in early 2009 and then in mid 2010 the spectrum was auctioned [20]. Sweden completed its digital switchover in late 2007 and freed up this 800MHz band in 2008 which was later auctioned to mobile companies in early 2011 [20] [22]. Europe follows a CEPT band plan that is based on FDD, as shown in figure 2.3. In Sweden each of the CEPT band is sub-divided in to six sub-bands, FDD1-FDD6, each of 5MHz in size, see figure 2.3 [23].
**Table 2.1: Region 1 bands for mobile services**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Band (MHz)</th>
<th>Bandwidth (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>137 – 144</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>146 – 156.5125</td>
<td>10.5125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156.5375 – 156.7625</td>
<td>0.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156.8375 – 174</td>
<td>17.1625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223 – 328.65</td>
<td>105.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335.4 – 387</td>
<td>51.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390 – 399.9</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401 – 406</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>406.1 – 430</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440 – 470</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>862 – 960</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1350 – 1400</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1427 – 1535</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1660.5 – 2690</td>
<td>1029.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3400 – 4200</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4400 – 5000</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5150 – 5350</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5470 – 5725</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5850 – 8500</td>
<td>2650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000 – 10,450</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,500 – 10,680</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,700 – 12,500</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14,300 – 15,350</td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18,100 – 19,700</td>
<td>1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21,200 – 23,600</td>
<td>2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25,250 – 29,500</td>
<td>4250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31,000 – 31,300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31,500 – 31,800</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36,000 – 47,000</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47,200 – 50,200</td>
<td>3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,400 – 52,600</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55,780 – 56,900</td>
<td>1120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57,000 – 76,000</td>
<td>19,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81,000 – 86,000</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92,000 – 94,000</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94,100 – 100,000</td>
<td>5900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 More New Spectrum – TV White Spaces (TVWSs)

Terrestrial TV services do not use the entire spectrum; as some spectrum is used as a guard band to avoid interference. Moreover, not all the assigned spectrum is used for TV services, at a given location, at all times. This unused and unoccupied spectrum, at the given time in a geographical area, called TV White Space, is available for secondary services on non-interfering and non-protected basis with regards to primary services.

FCC, in June 2002, formed a Spectrum Policy Task Force that was assigned to assist the Commission in recommending and evaluating the changes in spectrum policy. In November 2002, Task Force issued its report and specifically recommended to make these White Spaces available. The report also urged to use both the exclusive-right and common spectrum access models. After reviewing the comments on its Notice of Inquiry (NOI) from industry, in 2004, FCC issued a Notice of Proposed Rule-Making (NPRM) that specifies the rules for those TVWSs [24]. All these rules are based on the recommendations received from NOI and provide a basis for FCC Report and Order (R&O), which sets the practical limits for unlicensed devices trying to access those white spaces.
Table 2.2: WSD outdoor parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Base Station</th>
<th>User Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Rate (Mbps)</td>
<td>1 – 10</td>
<td>0.128 – 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Bandwidth (MHz)</td>
<td>5 – 8</td>
<td>0.360 – 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiver Noise Figure (dB)</td>
<td>4 – 7</td>
<td>5 – 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna Gain (dBi)</td>
<td>7 – 8</td>
<td>0 – 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Range (m)</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIRP (dBm)</td>
<td>Upto 36</td>
<td>Upto 27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Europe, CEPT conducted a study and issued its findings on TVWS in ECC Report 24 [25]. They have the similar findings and recommendations as of FCC where both FCC and CEPT recommend using Cognitive Radios (CRs) to access the spectrum for mobile services. In January 2011, a CEPT working group SE43 compiled its findings, on technical operational requirements for TVWS, in ECC Report 159 [26].

In report 159, CEPT defined 470-790MHz to be used as TVWS but the availability of the spectrum depends on the locality [26] [27]. Report retains the original 8MHz TV bands to be used for mobile services. In [26] and [27], following three deployment scenarios are defined:

- Indoor wireless access
- Outdoor wireless access
- Machine-to-machine (M-M) connectivity

There are also two different methods defined for power allocation:

- Fixed output power
- Location specific output power

Location specific output power allocation depends on the whole process of spectrum allocation through the use of geo-location databases and then CR determines the suitable transmit power for the white-space device (WSD). While in Fixed output power allocation, some strict limits have already been defined in [26] and [27], as given in table 2.2. These fixed EIRP limits are not only the limits for fixed output power allocation but it also serves as the upper bound for location specific power allocating services.

So, we have seen that originally there is lots of unused spectrum available, especially at the higher frequencies. In the next chapter we would see how these frequencies respond to capacity and coverage demands. Also, in future we could see lot more of those dividend spectrums and white spaces being available for cellular usage.
Chapter 3

RF Link Budget

The performance matrix of a newly deployed communications system depends on how far it can cover and what throughput we can get. Along with many other factors that affect the performance of the system, the most important ones are the permitted transmit power, available bandwidth and receiver system sensitivity. In general, the bandwidth and available signal power at the receiver define the system capacity, as according to Shannon channel capacity

\[ C = B \log_2 (1 + |h|^2 S/N). \]  (3.1)

In equation (3.1), there are two most important parameters bandwidth B and signal-to-noise ratio S/N. However, in perspective of link budget, the quantity of greatest interest is SNR, since it is the ability of the receiver to detect the correct output from received signal S, impaired due to channel h, in the presence of receiver noise N with an acceptable error probability [28].

The signal S depends on gains and losses of the whole communication system. Link budget lists all those gains and losses that affect the SNR at the receiver. In general all the system gains and losses can be categorized into three groups, for easier understanding

- Transmitter gains and losses
- Channel losses
- Receiver gains and losses

The simplest of the link budget equation found in the literature is known as Friis' transmission equation and is given below

\[ P_r = P_t G_t G_r \left( \frac{\lambda}{4\pi d} \right)^2, \]  (3.2)

where,
\( P_t \) and \( P_r \) are transmitted and received powers, respectively
\( G_t \) and \( G_r \) are transmitted and received antenna gains, respectively
\( \lambda \) is the wavelength of transmitted signal
\( d \) is the separation distance between transmitter and receiver

Equation (3.2) is a good estimate of how much is the range of the system, given the powers and gains. But a thorough study of link budget involves all the gains and losses present in transmitter, channel and receiver, as depicted in figure 3.1.

### 3.1 Transmitter Gains and Losses

The purpose of a transmitter is to process the information in a way that is transferable on a given channel. On the way to this process, there are certain elements that add the gain and some introduce the loss in the system. There are three main components of a transmitter that affect the link budget calculations;

- Transmit power
- Transmitting antenna gain
- Cable/feeder losses

For simplicity, and considering the scope of this work, the antennas both at transmitter and receiver are assumed to be isotropic with no feeder loss.

#### 3.1.1 Transmit Power

Transmit power determines the range of a wireless communication system, as given below;

\[
 p_d = \left( \frac{P_t}{4\pi d^2} \right). \tag{3.3}
\]

In equation (3.3), the term \( p_d \) is the power density and it shows how much is the transmitted power \( P_t \) at the distance \( d \), the higher the power at farther distances the more the area will be covered by the transmitter. Apparently, one would want to cover larger distances but it causes problems; higher power systems would interfere with neighboring systems operating at same frequency and also higher radiated power has adverse effects on human health.

So, there are global authorities that define some limits on how much radiation a person can be exposed to in order to not having bad health effects; table 3.1 gives some global limits on power-flux density [29] and [30].

For a typical dense-urban environment, where the cell range is typically small, in the order of few hundred meters, the values for transmit power is quite high from table 3.1, using the equation (3.3). As we said earlier that higher powers will cause interference; so in practice
Figure 3.1: A block diagram of a wireless communication system

Table 3.1: Reference limits on transmit power density

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>ICNIRP Power Density (W/m²)</th>
<th>IEEE Power Density (W/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 – 400</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 – 2,000</td>
<td>f/200</td>
<td>f/200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000 – 100,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

these values are very small, could be several thousand times smaller than these limits.

Based on ITU spurious emission limitation [31], the technology developers like 3GPP and IEEE defines the limits of power to be used in a certain band. Also, the national regulators, like FCC, PTS etc. make sure that the manufacturers fulfill those recommendations before launching their product.

BS and UE are divided into their respective categories to define their power levels. There are four categories defined for UE and their respective power level that lies in the range -40dBm–23dBm, [34][35]. There are also three classes of BS defined by 3GPP, in [32] [33], and there is no upper transmit power limit defined for macro BS. So in the end, for a transmitter, manufacturer sets the maximum transmit power and make sure to conform to ITU spurious emission requirements.

However, PTS puts an upper bound on ERP to be maximum 25W (EIRP=46dBm), for mobile radio services in bands above 47MHz [18]. Moreover, there have been some other studies in order to get the channel characteristics, one such study by METIS [36], while studying the dense-urban scenario, the 43dbm/10MHz transmit power is used for a macro BS operating at 800MHz.

Additionally, some numbers are collected from the data sheets of different power amplifiers from three different manufacturers. These manufacturers are
The output power of a transmitter, in general, is dependent on how much power the power amplifier can generate. There is no proper mathematical equation to show the actual behavior of the transmitted power against frequency but there is a general trend of low power generation at higher frequencies because of the complexity of the hardware used at those frequencies, as can be seen in figure 3.2. The blue and magenta curves are the 3rd order polynomial fits to the mean and standard deviation plots of 1dB compression point output power, respectively. These power levels were taken, mostly, for low and medium GaN power amplifiers. So, to compensate for those lower power levels, higher directivities at higher frequencies would be used to balance out the EIRP levels.

### 3.2 Channel Losses

A wireless medium between a transmitter and receiver is an open space and it consists of several phenomena that affect the signal propagation. Primarily, the distance between transmitter and receiver is a major factor that influences the received signal. Secondly, the atmosphere and its different factors absorb the signal energy. Then, the objects present in the propagation path of the transmitted signal also affect the transmission. Unlike the transmitter, all the affecting procedures in the channel attenuate the signal.

#### 3.2.1 Path Loss

Path loss is an important measure in the design of a communication system. It determines the range of a communication system for a given acceptable received power level. This determination of range helps to define what transmitted power should be used and what different antenna parameters like antenna gains and their heights etc. could be used.

From equation (3.3), the power density, for a fixed transmit power, reduces as the distance increases. This reduction in power density due to distance is called the free-space path loss. But, in actual, path loss involves many factors affecting the signal, like

- Free-space propagation loss
- Atmospheric phenomenon causing absorption
- Big objects causing shadowing
- Scatterers causing fading

All these factors depend on frequency and some of them also depend on the environment.

There are several models in the literature to calculate the path loss. The simplest and the most common is the free-space path loss model, given below
\[ L_s [dB] = 32.4 + 20 \log_{10} f_{MHz} + 20 \log_{10} d_{km}. \] (3.4)

There are other empirical models discussed in detail in academic literature [37][38]

- Okumura Model
- Hata Model
- COST-231 model

Unlike the free-space model, which can be used only for a generic LoS path in any scenario, these models are scenario dependent and also depend on other parameters. These scenarios could either be urban or sub-urban, so with relevance to the scope of this work only dense urban scenario is considered.

Apart from the literature there are several other path loss models that are being studied and developed. Different working groups have previously defined models that were deployed for former-generation of communication systems. Also, some groups are working on new models to be deployed for 5G. Some of the previous models are listed below

- ITU UMa model [39]
- 3GPP macrocell path loss model [40]
- WINNER urban macrocell model [41]
- METIS dense urban model [36]
All of these models are very much frequency and distance dependent and are valid for a certain range of frequency and other parameters, except of free-space model. So, for the simulation purposes, the simplified log-distance path loss model is used for the frequency ranges outside of the above mentioned models, which is given by [37][38]

$$\bar{PL}(dB) = PL(d_o) + 10n \log_{10}\left(\frac{d}{d_o}\right).$$ (3.5)

The two model parameters, $n$ the path-loss exponent and $d_o$ the reference distance are chosen on the basis of studies conducted in [42] and [43]. In our case, $n$ and $d_o$ are chosen for an urban scenario and set to be 6 and 20, respectively.

All these models are used for dense urban scenario and certain assumptions have been made in this regard. In general, BS and UE antenna heights are taken 25 and 1.5 meters, respectively. The average building height and street width is considered to be 20m each, while the spacing between the far edges of buildings is 95 meters.

All these models are studied to check their relative behavior and, as can be seen in figure 3.3 that, these models closely follow each other, except free-space and log-distance models. Free-space model represents a LoS condition, so it gives best possible conditions for path losses. In log-distance model, parameter path loss exponent is far greater than those used in other empirical models, so it gives the losses in worst-case scenario. All the other empirical models closely follow each other, since the parameters are almost similar. Also, working empirical models are derived from basic empirical models, like 3GPP model is based on COST-231 model. It is to clear, in figure, COST-231, 3GPP and WINNER models almost overlap each other. All these models, except free-space model, are for non-LoS dense urban macrocell scenario.

Figure 3.4 shows the path loss in 3D with both the frequency and distance as variable. The two other subplots show the xz-plane and yz-plane, respectively. The WINNER model is used for these plots. This figure shows how the path loss varies when either both or one variable changes with relative to each other. This figure also shows that distance is the dominant factor in path loss, as the slope is greater in path loss vs. distance plots than that of path loss vs. frequency plots.

In MATLAB, three models are used, Hata (150-450MHz), WINNER (450-6000MHz) and log-distance (6-100GHz).

### 3.2.2 Atmospheric Losses

The cellular systems operate in the tropospheric region of the earth that is the main constituent of losses in the atmosphere. Our atmosphere consists of several phenomenon that affect the transmission but in the cellular frequency range there are three main constituents that absorb the signal energy [44] [45] and [46]:
Figure 3.3: Different path loss models - Path Loss vs Distance for fixed carrier frequency $f_c = 1\text{GHz}$

Figure 3.4: 3D WINNER model path loss with $f \text{[MHz]}$ vs. $\text{PL[dB]}$ in xz-plane and $d \text{[m]}$ vs. $\text{PL[dB]}$ in yz-plane
• Gaseous absorption due to O\(_2\) and H\(_2\)O molecules
• Attenuation due to rain
• Attenuation due to fog

All of these losses depend on frequency and their respective constituents but, for a given frequency, they increase as the signal travels long through the medium. Also, these losses are negligible for frequencies below 10GHz, as can be seen from the curves of these three losses in figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 respectively.

All these curves depend on the specifications of environment; so, different parameters are required to study them. For gaseous losses standard parameters are chosen; while, for rain attenuation rain rate is set to 60 mm/hr with vertical polarization and for fog attenuation liquid density in fog is set to 0.15 g/m\(^3\).

3.2.3 Shadowing

Empirical path loss models do not account for surroundings of the receiver. For a same distance, at different locations in a cell, surroundings might be different. Thus, the received power would be random about the mean signal strength given by the median path loss. This random phenomenon of variable received power is due to the shadowing. So, the total path loss can be expressed as

\[
L_t[dB] = L_s[dB] + X_{\sigma dB}[dB].
\] (3.6)

In equation (3.6), \(X_{\sigma dB}[dB]\sim N(0, \sigma_{dB}^2)\) is the shadowing factor and is modeled as a log-normally distributed random variable [37]. There have been empirical studies to determine the value of \(\sigma_{dB}^2\) and it is shown that it varies in the range 5–12 in a macrocell [47]–[53].

There have been some studies on measuring the path loss and shadowing variations in different bands and locations, mentioned in [54]. These studies show that the shadowing is mainly location dependent, instead of frequency. In [55], three measurements were taken for path loss, two in Aarhus, Denmark and one in Stockholm, Sweden for a system operating at 1.8GHz. The standard deviation for shadowing was found 7.9dB and 7.3dB at Aarhus for 20 and 32 meters antenna heights and for an antenna height of 21 meters at Stockholm the standard deviation was recorded to be 8.5dB.

In another study in Tokyo, Japan, path loss measurements have been conducted at 457.2MHz, 813MHz, 2.2GHz, 4.7GHz, 8.45GHz and 15.45GHz both in macrocell and microcell [56]. The results for macrocell, at a distance greater than 1km, are shown in table 3.2.

There are some other studies too that show the shadowing dependence on frequency as well, [56]. There is one empirical model, given in [48], which is valid for a range up to 20GHz [57]. The model is given below
Figure 3.5: Gaseous losses in [dB/km] for standard atmosphere parameters

Figure 3.6: Rain losses in [dB/km] for different rain rates
Table 3.2: Standard deviation for shadowing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>457.2MHz</th>
<th>813MHz</th>
<th>2.2GHz</th>
<th>4.7GHz</th>
<th>8.45GHz</th>
<th>15.45GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nakano</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>7.61</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ikebukuro</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>5.52</td>
<td>6.17</td>
<td>6.08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honjo</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nippori</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\sigma_{dB} = 0.65 (\log_{10} f_{MHz})^2 - 1.3 \log_{10} f_{MHz} + A. \tag{3.7}
\]

Here, \( A \) is 5.2 in urban and 6.6 in suburban environment. For doubling the frequency, in urban scenario, the standard deviation increases by 1dB.

So, looking at both the measurement studies and the empirical model, it can be safely assumed that the model is not a valid fit to shadowing in real-time scenarios, as it does not take into consideration the surrounding environment. Shadowing is a very important parameter as it helps in determining the margin for the communication system, so proper consideration needs to be done when considering the values for it.
3.2.4 Multipath Fading

Multipath fading is another limiting factor in a cellular communication system [37]. In dense urban scenarios fading occurs due to reflections of the scattered paths, even if there is a LoS path available. The incoming waves, from different directions, have randomly distributed amplitude and phases. These signals could either have constructive or destructive effect while adding [38]. The destructive addition, when phase do not match, cause deep fades and this limits the transmission performance.

The received power is random due to multipath effect, giving rise to random SNR at the receiver. The envelope of the received signal is Rayleigh distributed but the SNR is modeled having an exponential distribution, given below

\[ p_\gamma(\gamma) = \frac{1}{\bar{\gamma}} \exp \left(-\frac{\gamma^2}{\bar{\gamma}}\right) \quad (0 \leq \gamma \leq \infty), \]  

(3.8)

where, \( \gamma \) is instantaneous SNR and \( \bar{\gamma} \) is average SNR.

This randomness of the channel causes deep fades and data is lost, an important figure of merit to measure the fade is outage probability that determines on how much marginal power needs to be transmitted [37].

3.3 Receiver Gains and Losses

Receiver system undoes all the processing done by the transmitter on the original information but the important metric for receiver is the SNR value. If the coming signal does not have the strength over a certain threshold then receiver cannot process that signal. Both the receiving antenna and receiver system adds to the SNR, in terms of gain and noise.

Each component in the receiver has certain gain that affects the overall receiver noise floor, important figure-of-merit, called receiver sensitivity.

3.3.1 Receiver Sensitivity

Receiver consists of the electronic circuitry, which due to inherent properties, induce thermal noise in the receiver. The noise power related to that temperature is called the receiver sensitivity. As it is said earlier that this sensitivity defines the noise floor of the receiver, so for a good recovery of the transmitted signal the received signal power must need to be higher than the sensitivity. The receiver sensitivity of a receiver for a given bandwidth can be written as

\[ N = kT_{sys}B, \]  

(3.9)

and

\[ T_{sys} = T_A + T_{comp}, \]  

(3.10)
where,

\[ k \text{ is Boltzmann's constant} \]
\[ T_{sys} \text{ is effective noise temperature of receiver system} \]
\[ B \text{ is receiver bandwidth} \]
\[ T_A \text{ is noise temperature of antenna} \]
\[ T_{comp} \text{ is composite receiver noise temperature} \]

The receiver noise temperature is an important performance metric of the receiver and it depends on the noise figure of the receiver, as given below [28]

\[ T_{comp} = (F_{comp} - 1)T_o, \quad (3.11) \]

where,

\[ F_{comp} \text{ is the composite noise figure of the receiver components} \]
\[ T_o = 290K \text{ is the reference temperature} \]

The total noise figure, in a system, depends on the gains of the individual components, as given below

\[ F'_{comp} = F_1 + \frac{F_2-1}{G_1} + \frac{F_2-1}{G_1G_2} + \ldots + \frac{F_{n-1}}{G_1G_2 \ldots G_{n-1}}. \quad (3.12) \]

The noise figure, from the expression above, does not depend on the frequency but it does on the material and the complexity of the individual component and its corresponding gain. Also, the composite value is dominated by the first component, so practically a high gain LNA is used to keep that value to minimal. Figure 3.8 shows a generic trend for noise figure, the values are taken from data sheets of different LNAs from different manufacturers. These manufacturers are:

- BnZ Technologies
- M/A-COM Technology Solutions Holdings, Inc. (MACOM_TM)
- Hittite Microwave Corporation
- Advanced Semiconductors Business Inc. (ASB)
- United Monolithic Semiconductors (UMS)
- Low Noise Factory
- HXI, LLC
- TriQuint

Similarly, the antenna also adds the noise to the signal but this noise it receives from the environment, represented as

\[ T_A = \frac{1}{4\pi} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\pi} G(\theta, \phi)T_b(\theta, \phi) \sin \theta \ d\theta \ d\phi. \quad (3.13) \]
As it can be seen that the antenna temperature depends on the pointing angle of the main beam and the corresponding received brightness temperature \( T_b \) in that cone angle. It is very hard to find suitable expression for cellular system but still there are some calculations given in academic literature for satellite systems. So, for simplicity a reference temperature of 290K is assumed for our calculations.

### 3.4 Cell Coverage Area

Cell coverage area is sum of all the fractional-areas, which are not in the outage due to shadowing or deep fade event, it is represented in percentage. Since the deep-fade could be temporary but a shadowed region could exist permanently in some spot in a cell, either close to the cell or somewhere far away. So, the coverage area is calculated under the shadowing alone [37].

From figure 3.9, consider a mobile user anywhere in the cell at a distance \( r \) having a probability that it is not in outage [37][38].

\[
Pr(P_r(R) \geq P_{min}) = 1 - P_{out} = Q \left( \frac{P_{min} - \bar{P}_r(R)}{\sigma_{dB}} \right).
\]  
(3.14)
So, by definition

\[
Coverage = \frac{1}{\pi R^2} \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^R Pr(P_T(r) \geq P_{\text{min}}) r \, dr \, d\theta.
\] (3.15)

From equation 3.14

\[
Pr(P_T(r) \geq P_{\text{min}}) = Q\left(\frac{P_{\text{min}} - [P_t - (PL(d_o) + 10 n \log (R/d_o))]}{\sigma_{dB}}\right).
\] (3.16)

But the path loss at the cell boundary, \( r = R \)

\[
PL(r) = PL(d_o) + 10 n \log \left(\frac{R}{d_o}\right) + 10 n \log \left(\frac{r}{R}\right).
\] (3.17)

Now using equation (3.17) in (3.14)

\[
Pr(P_T(r) \geq P_{\text{min}}) = Q\left(\frac{P_{\text{min}} - [P_t - (PL(d_o) + 10 n \log (R/d_o)) + 10 n \log (R/R)]}{\sigma_{dB}}\right).
\] (3.18)

Let,

\[
a = \left\{\left(P_{\text{min}} - [P_t - (PL(d_o) + 10 n \log (R/d_o))]\right)/\sigma_{dB}\right\},
\]

and \( b = \left\{\frac{n}{\sigma_{dB}}\right\} 10 \log e.\)

Figure 3.9: Cell coverage area
Using $a$, $b$ and equation (3.18) in equation (3.15) becomes

$$Coverage = \frac{2}{r^2} \int_0^r r Q(a + b \ln(r/R))dr.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.19)

The equation (3.19) can be expressed in a closed-form solution,

$$Coverage = Q(a) + \exp\left(\frac{2-2ab}{b^2}\right)Q\left(\frac{2-ab}{b}\right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.20)

From above expression, we get that coverage area mainly depends on path loss exponent, shadowing and threshold power. For $P_{\text{min}}$, reference signal received power (RSRP) from 3GPP TS 36.214 is chosen as a suitable parameter. RSRP is defined as the average power of the resource elements that carry cell-specific reference signal (CSR), over operating bandwidth. According to TS 36.133, the reporting range of RSRP is -140dBm to -44dBm. So, considering a worst-case scenario, $P_{\text{min}}$ is set at lowest of RSRP i.e. -140dBm.

### 3.5 Shadow-Fading Capacity

An AWGN channel is modeled as

$$y = x + N,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

where $x$ is the signal transmitted over the AWGN channel, $y$ is the channel output and $N$ is the white zero mean noise.

The capacity of such a channel is given in equation (3.1), which is an upper bound. But the radio channel has total random characteristics due to three main phenomena in the channel; those are reflections, diffraction and scattering. These three phenomena along with distance result in attenuation, large-scale shadowing and small-scale fading. The attenuation is due to the separation distance between BS and mobile user and shadowing is caused due to multiple reflections and/or diffractions [60]. Multipath scattering causes the small-scale fading, which can cause significant variation in received power or a deep fade [60]. The small-scale flat fading is modeled as shown in figure 3.10 and expressed by [60]

$$y = A e^{j\varphi} x + N,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)

In equation (3.22), the term $\sqrt{A} e^{j\varphi}$ is the complex channel gain with amplitude $\sqrt{A}$ and phase $\varphi$. The phase is uniformly distributed and in $[0,2\pi)$ while $A$ is a random variable with Rayleigh fading distribution. Now the instantaneous SNR would be

$$\gamma = A \left(\frac{S}{N}\right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.23)

Using the Shannon ergodic capacity, given that CSI is known only at receiver [37]
As mentioned in section 3.2.4 that SNR is exponentially distributed in Rayleigh fading channel but shadowing is also present in the channel. So, the channel acts as a composite of Rayleigh-lognormal channel. There have been some studies, both in literature and research \[61\] \[62\] and \[63\], to model the composite SNR with different distributions but a simple Rayleigh-lognormal distribution is given by

$$p(\gamma) = \frac{1}{\gamma_o} \exp (-\gamma / \gamma_o),$$

$$p(\gamma | \gamma_o = \gamma_o') = 1/\gamma_o' \exp (-\gamma / \gamma_o'),$$

and

$$p(\gamma) = \frac{\Lambda_o}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_{dB}^2\gamma_o}} e^{\frac{-10\log N\gamma_o - \mu_{dB}}{2\sigma_{dB}^2}}.$$ 

The final expression for equation (3.25) is quite complex to compute. So, to calculate the capacity a random vector is generated for shadowing, for a given standard deviation, and capacity is averaged over that whole vector. There was one expression found in \[62\] but it is not used here due to not having any proof of reliability of that expression.
Chapter 4

Spectrum Efficiency

As described in chapter 2 that IMT/LTE-Advanced have improvements in lots of sections, more importantly the user throughput and cell and user spectral efficiency. From the Shannon channel capacity theorem, for a fading channel $h$, the throughput is

$$ R \leq C = B \log_2(1 + |h|^2 \text{SNR}) \quad (\text{bps}), \quad (4.1) $$

and the cell and user spectral efficiencies can be represented by followings [64], respectively

$$ \eta_{\text{cell}} = \sum_i^N \frac{\chi_i}{T \cdot B \cdot M} \quad (\text{bps/Hz/cell}), \quad (4.2) $$

and

$$ \eta_{\text{user}} = \frac{\chi_i}{T \cdot B} \quad (\text{bps/Hz}), \quad (4.3) $$

where $\chi_i$ is the number of correctly received bits for user $i$ in a system with $N$ users and $M$ cells and $B$ is the channel bandwidth while $T$ is the user transmission time.

From above equations (4.1)-(4.3), it can be seen that the most important parameter that affects both the user throughput and two efficiencies is the bandwidth. Since, the throughput is linearly proportional to bandwidth, so if the user has sufficiently large bandwidth available then it can meet the advanced requirements. But, as can be seen from table 3.1, very small chunks are available at lower frequencies that are currently being used for macro-cellular services, as compared to higher frequencies. Moving all the systems to those higher frequencies is not feasible mainly due to cost including new systems being deployed and need for more BSs.

So, moving to higher frequencies for higher bandwidth availability is not the solution alone. There are some means defined to improve spectral efficiencies in 5G systems. Also, a new way is defined to access the higher bandwidth while still operating into lower cellular bands. So, following solutions are being considered for performance enhancement of the systems beyond 4G (B4G) [65]-[67]:
First three solutions are intended to increase the throughput and the spectral efficiencies, as shown in figure 4.1, while CoMP and Relays are intended to improve the coverage quality. In following sections we will discuss about these techniques and their performance enhancement capabilities.

4.1 Carrier Aggregation (CA)

ITU, in [68] with regards to IMT-Advanced requirements, allows the use of scalable bandwidth up to 100MHz, through single or multiple RF carriers. This process of aggregation of multiple carriers to provide larger scalable-bandwidth is called carrier aggregation [74]. Through extended bandwidth, the peak data rates are increased while it can also improve cell spectral efficiency through the use of scheduling in frequency domain [69][73]. Based on the availability of the spectrum, CA is divided into three categories:

- Intra-band contiguous CA
- Intra-band non-contiguous CA
- Inter-band non-contiguous CA

In intra-band CA, there could be continuous or discontinuous carriers available; the aggregation of continuous carriers is called intra-band contiguous CA while the aggregation of discontinuous carriers is called intra-band non-contiguous CA. In inter-band non-contiguous CA, aggregated carriers are located in different bands located in different parts of the spectrum, as shown in figure 4.2. The carrier is referred to as a component carrier in CA-terminology.

It is worth mentioning here that aggregation of bandwidth is not a new concept, it has been used in 3G systems, like 1xEV-DO REV B and HSPA Evolution [75]. But the form of aggregation was limited to intra-band contiguous. The complexity of the system increases from intra-band contiguous to non-contiguous with inter-band non-contiguous the most complex. But the inter-band CA provides better spectrum utilization [70].

Based on what carriers are there for aggregation, different scenarios could be deployed to take advantage of CA. Four different scenarios are shown in figure 4.3, with two cells with carrier frequencies $f_1$ and $f_2$ [71][73][75][76].

In scenario 1, two cells are collocated with $f_1$ and $f_2$ from same band and having same beam-directions and patterns. This would be the case of one of the intra-band CA and higher throughputs are achieved by aggregating two available carriers.
Figure 4.1: Dimensions for performance enhancement in IMT/LTE-Advanced

Figure 4.2: Types of CA based on availability of component carrier (CC)
In scenario 2, two cells are collocated and overlaid but $f_1$ and $f_2$ are from different bands; thus, two cells have different footprints. The lower frequency BS provides service connectivity while the higher frequency could be used to provide higher throughput to CA-users.

In scenario 3, with any given frequencies $f_1$ and $f_2$, two cells are collocated but the beams of second cells are pointed in the direction of sector edges of first cell to improve the cell edge throughput.

In scenario 4, a macrocell provides the basic coverage with, typically lower, carrier $f_1$ while the remote radio head (RRH) with $f_2$, from different higher band, provides higher throughput at traffic hotspots. RRH are connected to macro-BS through optical fiber.

From the deployment scenarios it can be seen that not only we can use CA to improve the throughput in the cell but it can also be used to do load balancing and improve cell-edge throughput, S2 and S3 respectively. Pool sharing of the resources allows maximizing the achievable capacity by balancing the load on different carriers based on the user requirements. Also, the availability of the multiple resources to a user increases its average data rate, linearly, in a less loaded network. Moreover, in a loaded network the performance is still
better for CA than the non-CA system, while the cell-edge performance reduces to non-CA system. This is illustrated in figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively, these figures are taken from [73]; more performance results can be seen in [77][78]. Thus, it can be seen that the user throughput is increased, approximately, linearly with aggregated bandwidth.

4.2 Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO)

Multiple antenna configurations, both at transmitter and receiver, improve the performance of the system without requiring more power and bandwidth. It is a technique that exploits the spatial-domain in order to improve either the SNR or bandwidth utilization.

The increase in SNR is achieved by the followings:

- Spatial diversity against fading
- Beam-forming

Spatial diversity (SD) is created by transmitting the same data stream over multiple, largely distanced, antennas. Thus, the uncorrelated channel streams experience the different fading characteristics. Now, the receiver has multiple copies of the same data with lesser probability of all the copies being affected by deep fade, figure 4.6, as compared to SISO channel. By effectively combining all those copies, the received signal strength is increased. This increase in SNR is referred to as diversity gain, as following [79]

$$SD \, gain \, (d) = N_T \times N_R,$$

(4.4)

where, $N_T$ and $N_R$ are number of antennas at transmitter and receiver respectively.

Beam-forming is a classical array signal processing technique where the transmitter directs its power in the direction of the receiver, given that it has the Channel State Information (CSI) [64][80]. The beam-forming is performed by applying different phase shifts to the transmitted signal, to steer it in the desired direction, as shown in figure 4.7. This concentrated and directed beam provides significant array gain, increasing the SNR by the factor $N_T$ [64][80].

This multiple antenna configuration is also used to create multiple parallel communication channels that provide the higher bandwidth utilization, called spatial multiplexing (SM). In SM, unlike SD, different data streams are transmitted over multiple antennas, as shown in figure 4.8. Thus, without increasing the bandwidth, higher throughput is achieved. This increase in throughput is called spatial multiplexing gain, given below

$$SM \, gain \, (r) = \min(N_T, N_R).$$

(4.5)

Since, there are $r$ numbers of parallel channels created; so, from equation (4.1), capacity is

$$C_{SM} = r \times B \log_2 \left(1 + |h|^2 \frac{5 \times N_R / r}{n} \right).$$

(4.6)

The highest capacity is achieved if the radio conditions are good, implying higher SNR. From above expression, it can be seen that the capacity could be increased linearly if $N_t$ and $N_R$ are
Figure 4.4: Downlink carrier Aggregation average cell performance [73]

Figure 4.5: Downlink carrier Aggregation cell edge performance [73]
Figure 4.6: 2x2 MIMO spatial diversity antenna configuration

Figure 4.7: MIMO beamforming antenna configuration

Figure 4.8: MIMO spatial multiplexing with two antennas configuration
simultaneously increased. If only $N_R$ is increased, the capacity grows logarithmically, while the capacity converges to $N_R \log P$ if only $N_T$ is increased [81].

Thus, to improve user spectral efficiency, SM can be used. With a given bandwidth and limited power constraints, the throughput can be increased significantly using higher numbers of antennas both at transmitter and receiver.

### 4.3 Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets)

With all the continuous innovations in radio interface technology along with advanced signal processing, the spectral efficiency is improved to an extent that we are about to reach the theoretical Shannon capacity limits [84][85]. But to meet the future demands, we need much more than available spectral efficiency. For that, we need to improve the network efficiency along with the improvements at the radio link level [85].

Let us consider a scenario, where multiple users are sharing a macro BS. In case of congestion, the BS limits the user throughput and in worst case a blockage occurs. To avoid that bottleneck, operator needs more of the resources. Acquiring more bandwidth is regulator dependent and costs a lot. Cell splitting is another option, where operator deploys multiple macro BSs with shorter coverage. That obviously boosts both the coverage and capacity, if interference is managed, but at the expense of additional cost in macro BS deployment.

The most feasible is to densify the cell by deploying multiple low-power nodes (LPNs), including micro-BS, picocells and femtocells. This is the most cost effective solution that would provide the higher spatial frequency reuse. This scenario where multiple cells of operating on different transmission powers with overlapping geographical coverage coexist is called Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) deployment.

In a HetNet scenario, the macro-BS provides the basic coverage and seamless mobility while the small cells enhance the coverage and capacity through spatial reuse of spectrum due to their short transmission range.

These LPNs can be deployed on the same frequencies used by macro BS or using different carrier than the macro BS while the backhaul is provided through some wired medium. The different frequency deployment creates bandwidth segmentation and is highly bandwidth inefficient. With co-channel deployment, the bandwidth efficiency is improved but at the cost of interference management schemes being introduced at each of the tier. Since interference is not the scope, so it is not being discussed here but we recommend [64][84][73] and [89] to learn about ICIC/eICIC, since, it affects the full capacity gains of HetNets.

There have been some extensive studies on performance measurements on HetNets deployment [82][83][86]-[88]. Some simulated results are shared in [85] for macro–outdoor pico scenario. The capacity is almost twice for 4 picocells deployed in the macro area, without implementing the interference management scheme. This throughput is twice the macro BS only scenario and it goes to four times if interference is managed, shown in figure 4.9. It should be noted that the gain is not linear with the deployment of picocells and eICIC.
This is due to the reason that for large pico deployment pico–pico interference starts to affect the performance. So, unless this interference is removed, higher gains cannot be achieved and this can be done by lowering the transmit power of these nodes. Similar results can be found in [82][83].

4.4 Relay Nodes (RNs)

Relay node (RN) is another LPN with similar specifications as a pico BS. They both have the same transmit power levels and can serve in a similar way. A major difference between the two is that an RN does not have a wired backhaul, rather it uses the same air-interface to the serving macrocell BS, called donor node, as a UE [73]. There are two types of relays:

- Amplify and Forward (AF) Relays
- Decode and Forward (DF) Relays

AF relays, commonly known as repeaters, simply amplify the incoming signal and forward it. They are used as a common tool to handle coverage holes [64][73]. But the problem is that they also amplify the incoming noise and interference, thus the SNR remains the same. Thus, they are only useful in high SNR environments.

DF relays decode and re-encode the received signal, hence eliminate the noise and interference resulting in improved SNR. Due to this property, they can be deployed even in the low SNR regions [64]. The other advantage of this relay is that the rate adaptation can be done separately on both the BS–RN and RN–UE links [73].

Furthermore, based on the backhaul spectrum usage, these relays can be categorized into In-band and Out-band relays [64][73][90]. An out-band relay uses different carrier for backhaul link than the access link. While, an in-band relay uses the same frequency band for both the
backhauling and access link. The difference of resource separation for in-band and out-band relays is illustrated in figure 4.10.

During the studies, various deployment scenarios have been identified for relay technology [91]:

- Coverage extension at macro-cell edge
- Coverage hole alleviation
- User throughput enhancement
- Temporary coverage at some special event
- Service to highly mobile users (moving relays) [64][73][90]

But deploying a relay everywhere is not feasible, neither cost effective nor the performance effective. One of the main benefits of relays is that they provide homogeneous capacity to the users in the cell [92]. Since the relays use the existing resources for backhaul and also they introduce the interference, so the peak data rate of the users close to the macro-BS gets lowered but at the desired cost of improved performance at cell-edge.

There have been some studies on measuring both the capacity and coverage gains of relay deployment, mentioned in [73][92]-[95]. From those results it can be concluded that relays are more beneficial to improve coverage than the capacity. Since, the backhaul uses the same time-frequency resources, so the capacity can be increased to a certain limit. Moreover, for the same path loss, the relays perform better than macro-BSs in uplink because in downlink BSs have more power.

4.5 Coordinated Multipoint Transmission/Reception (CoMP)

LTE provides much higher peak data rates than average user-throughput and even higher than cell-edge user throughput [73]. It uses MIMO techniques to improve the average and cell-edge throughput [96]. At the cell-edge, a UE may receive signals from neighboring cells or a BS may receive signals from UEs at the cell boundaries connected to neighboring cells. If this transmission is coordinated in both ways, the performance for those edge users as well as the overall efficiency could be improved [64]. 3GPP has addressed a new spatial coordination scheme among multiple transmission/reception points, called CoMP, in Release 11 [64][97].

In general, CoMP is based on the idea of geographically distributed BSs coordinate and simultaneously transmits to a UE, especially at the border of their cells [70][73]. In this way, all the interference is turned into useful signal and can be expressed as following

\[ C = B \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{\sum_{l=1}^{\text{no of coordinating cells}} s_i}{N} \right). \]  

(4.7)

Additionally, if BSs have the CSI, the coherent transmission can be performed which yields an extra beam-forming gain and further increases the throughput [73]. This coordination can be performed both in uplink and downlink, since the basic idea is to perform coordinated processing by BSs only. The set of BSs coordinating, both in UL and DL, is called CoMP.
cooperating set and individual node is called CoMP transmission/reception point [97][99][100].

Downlink CoMP schemes can be categorized into following: [64][73][96]-[100]:

- Joint Processing (JP) where a UE data is present at multiple BSs in CoMP set
  - Joint Transmission (JT) where a subset of the CoMP set, with the UE data, simultaneously transmit to UE
  - Dynamic Point Selection (DPS) where a dynamically selected CoMP point, from CoMP set, transmits to UE; also called dynamic cell selection (DCS)
- Coordinated Scheduling/Beam-forming (CS/CB) where data is only available and transmitted by the serving point but the scheduling/beam-forming decisions are made among the set

Uplink CoMP can be categorized into followings [64][73][96]-[98]:

- Joint Reception (JR) where the data sent by UE is received by whole CoMP set
- Coordinated Scheduling/Beam-forming (CS/CB) where data is transmitted to point only but the scheduling and precoding selection decisions are made by the set

3GPP has also defined the scenarios for CoMP utilization [97]:

- Intra-site CoMP in a macrocell sectors
- Inter-site CoMP in homogeneous macrocells
- Coordination between macrocell and RRHs connected to the macro-BS
- Coordination in heterogeneous environment

There have been some results of performance evaluations of those scenarios reported in [96]-[98] and [100]. In [100], a performance comparison has been conducted for homogeneous and heterogeneous scenarios against single-cell MIMO transmission in both DCS and JT CoMP, given in table 4.1 that is taken from [100].
Table 4.1: CoMP gains, with full buffer traffic, in different scenarios under different deployment techniques [100]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>DCS 3 cells</th>
<th>DCS 9 Cells</th>
<th>JT 3 cells</th>
<th>JT 9 cells</th>
<th>DCS 5 cells</th>
<th>DCS 15 cells</th>
<th>JT 5 cells</th>
<th>JT 15 cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Macro-only deployment scenario</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>-2.12</td>
<td>-2.15</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HetNet deployment scenario</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>10.02</td>
<td>7.58</td>
<td>12.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: CoMP overall throughput gains [97][98]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cell average throughput gain (%)</th>
<th>5th percentile throughput gain (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downlink</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uplink</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table 4.1, it can be observed that average throughput gain is very small. There are similar results mentioned in [73] and [96]. In [98] some of the results from [97] are mentioned, in order to avoid piracy issues only conclusion is been presented here. According to the results, CoMP brings major gains to cell-edge users both in UL and DL, as shown in table 4.2. From both the tables 4.1 and 4.2, it can be inferred that CoMP primarily acts as an interference management technique that is more useful in uplink due to receiver diversity gains.
Chapter 5

Results and Discussion

The primary objective of this work was to look for what bands are available that could be used to meet the future demands. In chapter 2, we have seen that we have three types of spectrum available. First is the primarily allocated spectrum for mobile cellular services, second are the digital dividend (DD) bands and third are the TV white spaces (TVWSs).

From table 2.1, we have seen that there are several bands available to us, especially in the mm-wavelengths that are unused. The higher bandwidths in those bands are the prospect for future. From the link budget discussion we know that with higher bandwidths we can accommodate higher data rates, which has always been the basis for future networks. But, from the same link budget calculations, we also know that these higher frequencies are prone to higher losses that limit their coverage. The important thing to note here is that capacity is related to bandwidth and with higher bandwidths the capacity is increased but the coverage is dependent on path loss, so due to bad propagation characteristics the coverage is reduced. But we know that in highly densed urban areas, the cell radius is around 200–250m; we would see in coming section whether or not this coverage requirement can be managed or not at these higher frequencies.

Other frequency bands, DDs and TVWSs, are located at lower microwave frequencies. These bands maintain their original bandwidths used for TV services. Due to their longer wavelengths, these frequencies are meant to provide basic broadband services in rural areas. Also, in table 2.2, there are some requirements that cellular services operating in TVWS bands must follow.

All these different bands were then tested on the basis of their link budget. A link budget lists all the system gains and losses. Since we are studying a large frequency spectrum, so there are some discrepancies in link budget those need to be filled. Before calculating the link budget some assumptions were made; isotropic antennas were assumed both at the BS and MS and feeder losses set to be 0dB.
In section 3.1.1, we looked at what kinds of restrictions are imposed on systems when it comes to what power they can use to transmit. Table 3.1 summarizes the numbers to avoid the adverse health effects. But these numbers are way too large to be used in a communication system due to interference issue. The communication systems use 1000s of times less power flux density. There are no power restrictions for macrocell BS but they do follow the ITU spurious emission limits. So, to avoid those emissions, the manufacturers of the system has to define the upper limit on transmit power.

So, to look at what power is actually available for different systems operating in different bands on this big spectrum, some data was collected. This data was taken from data sheets of different power amplifiers from different vendors. This data show that at higher frequencies the available power reduces, as shown in figure 3.2. This data just highlight the importance of the directive antennas and their high gain to compensate for low powers available. So, by improving the gain we can achieve the desired EIRP levels. PTS, Swedish national regulator, has defined the upper limit of 25W ERP to be used in above 47MHz bands, for mobile cellular systems. Usually, systems use 43dBm EIRP and that is the highest number used for our link budget.

Receiver sensitivity accounts for all the losses in the receiver and define $N$ in SNR. It depends on both the antenna and composite-receiver temperature. Since, antenna temperature is a complex phenomenon, so it is assumed to be as reference temperature (290K). The receiver temperature is a function of composite noise figure of the receiver. The receiver is a cascaded system and composite NF depends on the gain and noise figure of the individual component of that system. The gain and noise figure of the very first component in line dominate the composite NF. So, in practice, a low noise amplifier (LNA) is put at the beginning of the chain. There is no standard relation between frequency and NF, just like transmit power, so again some numbers for NFs were collected from data sheets of different LNAs from different manufacturers. The plot in figure 3.8 shows how the NF increases with frequency due to complexity of hardware. A polynomial curve fit to actual data was also performed to model that behavior.

The channel losses play important role in determining the capacity and especially the coverage. The factors affecting the path loss and shadowing are discussed in next section. So, we are left with two important parameters that affect the SNR of the system; transmit power and receiver sensitivity.

### 5.1 Path Loss Exponent and Shadowing

Path loss and shadow fading are the two very important parameters. As seen in the previous chapter that atmospheric losses depend on frequency only while the path loss and shadowing define the environmental characteristics. The path loss exponent for free-space path loss model is 2 but it is not always true since LoS path is not always available as it might be the case in dense-urban environment.
Studies show that the path loss exponent varies between 4–6 for dense urban environment; as most of today’s cellular systems operate under 6GHz, there exist empirical models that uses the path loss exponent for frequency term that similar to free-space model but the exponent varies in the range between 4 and 5 for distance, as in Hata and COST-231 model.

International organizations have conducted studies to develop path loss models for 5G-communication network [39] [40] [41]. ITU uses 4.342, 3GPP that is an extension to COST model uses 4.49 and WINNER also uses 4.49 the path loss exponent value. These models consider the standard deviation of shadowing to be 6dB in ITU and both 3GPP and WINNER models consider 8dB.

Moreover, there have been other studies reported in [54] where measurements were taken for path loss and shadowing, for different frequency ranges in different areas. All these studies report a path loss exponent of 2 for LoS channel. The NLoS path loss exponent for 5GHz systems varies between 3–4.5 and 3.5–5.5 for lower and higher frequencies, respectively. The shadowing reported in one study at 430MHz ranges between 3 to 6dB. The shadowing strongly depends on location, so the average shadowing at 5GHz was reported to be 7–9dB.

At 28GHz, [101] and [102], outdoor propagation measurements were conducted in New York. Both measurements show that projected cell size would be 200m in such a dense urban environment. The measurement shows that path loss exponent ranges from 5.5 to 5.7 and shadowing lies in the range 9–11dB.

At 38GHz, [103] reports the exponent 4.57 and 3.88 for peer-to-peer and cellular channel, respectively. In [104], the path loss exponent and shadowing variance for different antenna gains for clear LoS and partially obstructed non-LoS paths are compared. The path loss exponent for LoS path is similar to free-space model while the exponent is 4.17 in most obstructed NLoS path for higher gain antenna while it is 2.97 for lower gain antenna and shadowing standard deviation lies in the range 9–11dB.

In [103] and [105], measurements show that the path loss exponent in a peer-to-peer path is 4.22 and 4.19, respectively. In [106], measurements for both the backhaul and mobile scenario, the path loss exponent varies from 4.29–5.96 for mobile and 4.44–5.88 for backhaul scenario.

From all these measurement results, it is clear that at higher frequencies, due to narrow beam, mm-waves are more susceptible to path loss and shadowing. The path loss exponent varies in the range 4–6 and shadowing standard deviation is a function of location and terrain and varies in the range 7–12dB.

### 5.2 Cell Coverage

From equations (3.14) and (3.15), it can be seen that the cell-edge coverage can be expressed as
\[ \text{Coverage} = 1 - P_{\text{out}}. \quad (5.1) \]

So, at all places in a cell at a given time, the coverage is the sum of all those places where there is no outage. This could either be temporary due to some moving object obstructing the transmission path or permanent due to UE’s location behind some tree or building etc. In modern cellular services, the availability of services is maintained at 95% [15][32][36].

The coverage area calculation is not directly dependent to bandwidth, except the transmit power allocation. The MATLAB code is run for four different in-range values of RSRP set for \( P_{\text{min}} \) and figure 5.1 shows the coverage results. All the other parameters are explained and fixed in chapter 3 for different losses, the receiver noise figure is set to 12\( dB \) and transmit power is set to be 2\( \mu W / Hz \). Since, different bands have different bandwidths, so power transmitted for each band is different.

The results in the figure 5.1 matches the intuition, as the threshold limit increases the UE incurs more losses and still be able to get connectivity to the BS and also BS serves for longer distance. In blue curve there are two slopes around 600MHz that is due to the fact that these are white bands and they have low power requirements, so with higher frequency path loss increases and coverage decreases. But after 600MHz there is no low power requirement, the BS can use regular transmit power so the coverage tends to increase again. Since, blue curve is for lowest threshold limit that is why this phenomenon is visible to only this curve.

It looks great to see that by only reducing the threshold limit we can increase the coverage but it comes at a cost of expensive UE circuitry. Low threshold translates to lower UE internal noises and its efficiency to process the extremely weak received signals. Both of which is not feasible for a UE; it is supposed to be cheap but efficient. So, reducing the threshold is an option but reducing it too much is certainly not the option for operators. So, operators would need to deploy technical solutions to increase the coverage efficiency.

As in chapter 4 we studied the gains of different advanced technological solutions and some of them can be deployed to improve the coverage entirely at the cost of expenses carried by the operator. It is seen that RNs can be deployed to fill the coverage holes and provide the homogeneous capacity over the whole cell. On the other hand, CoMP increases both the average and 5\(^{th}\) percentile throughput in a cell. From tables 4.1 and 4.2 it can be seen that CoMP gain to cell edge user is very useful to serve them better. From looking at both the RN and CoMP it can be concluded that for homogeneous capacity in a cell RN should be deployed in closer coverage hole areas and CoMP should be deployed to improve edge-user experience.

But as we know that there is a rising trend to opt for higher frequencies in the future to gain access to larger bandwidth. These higher frequencies do have large bandwidths but have very short coverage due to their propagation characteristics. So, all these higher frequencies are limited to areas where their reuse rate is high, as a result of high density of users in one place.
Given these two requirements, these frequencies can easily be chosen for cellular services in dense urban areas. In [101] [102] [103] and [106], it is mentioned that the E-band frequencies are more feasible to only 200m radius coverage. From figure 5.2, with 95% coverage quality and cell radius of 250m, the coverage values at extremely high frequencies (EHFs), 30GHz–300GHz, satisfy the claims.

So, it can be said that higher frequencies can be deployed in highly dense area due to their inherent properties and low frequencies can be used in rural areas due to their long range. But, there is a little problem here; higher frequencies suffer more losses due to environment as well. So, just one single interruption could cause loss of connectivity to a large number of users. This problem can be avoided by the use of carrier aggregation (CA), where a low frequency carrier can be used to provide basic connectivity at all times but when user needs bandwidth for heavy data services, more bandwidth can be acquired from high carriers. With the use of RN and CoMP, this experience can be enhanced more.

5.3 User Capacity

Let us start by the following expression, from equation (4.1)
\[ R \leq C = B(f) \log_2 \left( 1 + |h|^2 \text{SNR}(f, B) \right). \]  

(5.2)

From equation (5.2), we know that data rate depends on the available bandwidth and the received signal power or the SNR. In general, bandwidth is fixed for an operator but in our study, we have defined both the bandwidth and SNR as a function of operating frequency. The bandwidth is variable for different frequencies and, for a given distance and receiver sensitivity, received signal power, or SNR, also depends on frequency. So, we have two parameters to improve the capacity, bandwidth linearly increases the capacity and a logarithmical increase can be done by improving SNR.

Since the need for higher data rate is growing and we cannot increase the power beyond limitations, so from table 2.1 it can be seen that larger bandwidths are available at higher frequencies that can be taken advantage of. But adopting those frequencies carelessly would cost too much; due to propagation characteristics of those frequencies propagation loss is quite large. So, for the same distance SNR would be too low as compared to lower frequencies. First, for higher frequency the signal strength will be lower and secondly the noise power at the receiver would go higher due to larger bandwidth; so reducing the overall SNR. So, in order to operate and maintain an acceptable SNR in proportionate to bandwidth at higher frequencies, large cell areas would be compromised.

Figure 5.2 shows the capacity curves, for 20MHz bandwidth system, for different distances to produce variable SNRs. It can be seen that, for a given frequency, capacity decreases as the distance increases. Since, the path loss and environmental losses are greater at higher frequencies, this effect is low at those frequencies but still can be observed.

Furthermore, to study the effects of bandwidth we fixed the path loss to 100dB, which at 95GHz translates to a distance of approximately 25m and 2.4km at 1GHz. This is done to look at how exactly the higher bandwidth availability affects the system throughput. Also, since all the available bandwidth cannot be assigned to a single user due to both technical and operator resource availability restrictions, the higher bandwidths are cut off to 100MHz. Figure 5.3 shows how much capacity can be achieved by utilizing those available bandwidths at different carriers. This figure shows that under the same scenario, with more bandwidth available at higher frequencies, higher throughput can be delivered to user.

In figure 5.4, for same 100dB path loss, capacity is checked for two different bandwidths available to all carrier frequencies. This figure shows how much gain is achieved by just increasing the bandwidth. It can be seen that by increasing the bandwidth from 20 to 100MHz the capacity is increased 5-fold, which is linear to the increase in bandwidth. This figure also supports the idea of CA, discussed in previous chapter, that by aggregating more bandwidths we can achieve linear increase in capacity.

Moreover, MIMO and HetNets can also provide extended capacity gain. Current systems also use MIMO but with lower levels of MIMO; with migrating to higher frequencies could yield smaller and more antennas to build higher levels of MIMO. As we discussed in previous
Figure 5.2: Capacity vs carrier frequency for different cell radiiuses under the assumption that bandwidth is constant, i.e. 20 MHz

Figure 5.3: Capacity vs carrier frequency for a constant path loss, i.e. 100dB, with higher bandwidths cutoff to maximum of 100MHz
chapter that MIMO introduces a spatial multiplexing gain that would be higher at those higher frequencies, and HetNets with interference management can yield linear gain of 4 times with 4 pico-cell deployments. But again, one primary low carrier is needed to maintain the connectivity even in worst conditions in the cell.

So, by introducing these techniques, both the capacity and gain can be increased several fold. If, in future, a MIMO of 20x20 is implemented then by given numbers a 400-fold increase in capacity can be achieved immediately through MIMO, CA and HetNets alone. By adding CoMP and RN capacity gain, this increase would be beyond 1000-fold that is needed in future.

Figure 5.4: Capacity vs carrier frequency for two different sizes of bandwidths under the assumption of a constant path loss, i.e. 100dB
Conclusion

To meet the advancements and requirements of both the mobile devices and their run services, mobile networks are also getting smart. These requirements put a lot of emphasis on both the average-cell and cell-edge throughputs. Present cellular systems use the lower end of the spectrum to meet the demands. This spectrum has already reached to its full potential in terms of spectral efficiency, so it is unexpected of this spectrum to meet the 1000 fold traffic demand.

To meet those requirements, new spectrum with wide bandwidths is needed that could meet the traffic demands in near future. So, this work started by investigating what spectrum is available to use for cellular services. There are three types of bands, ITU allocated bands, digital dividends (DDs) and TV white spaces (TVWSs). Both the DD (700 and 800MHz) and TVWS (400MHz) bands are located in lower microwave frequencies, since they were previously used for terrestrial TV services. They have smaller bandwidths and certain requirements imply in the case of TVWSs. So, these bands are not feasible to be used for future traffic-heavy networks but they are good to provide basic coverage due to good propagation characteristics.

The ITU allocated bands, table 2.1, are located in both the microwave and mm-wave frequency bands. The current cellular systems use lower GHz spectrum that has shorter bandwidths but provides good coverage. From the ITU tables it can be seen that there is lots of unused spectrum, especially in the mm-wave frequencies with high bandwidths. The mm-wave frequencies hold the key to future of cellular communication as they can provide a linear increase in user throughput due to higher bandwidth availability. But this spectrum has a disadvantage, that is, higher frequencies incur more propagation losses and with higher bandwidths system noise would also be higher. To study those aspects of the system, a thorough link budget of all these frequencies is calculated.

The link budget lists all the gains and losses in a communications system. The most important parameter, to look for, is SNR. From the Shannon capacity relation, capacity depends on
bandwidth and SNR. The SNR depends on transmit power, the propagations losses and the receiver noise.

Since we have assumed both the BS and MS antennas to be isotropic and feeder losses to be 1, so the EIRP depends on the transmit power. Our objective was to look for how much power in practice can be generated at transmitter and what is the allowed transmit power or EIRP and based on that what transmit power should be used in our link budget. From figure 3.2, it is seen that at higher frequencies not much power is available, probably due to complexity of hardware. But that plot shows the general trend that power generated decreases with frequency. There is no mathematical relation to show that behavior, so a polynomial curve fit is done to actual data. Generally the restrictions on transmissions are imposed on how much EIRP can be transmitted, since antenna gain and feeder losses are 0dB, so we can assume to raise the generated power levels to the allowed maximum values.

There is no maximum power limit for macrocell BSs and ITU also defines the spurious emission limits only. So, manufacturers make sure to define the maximum power such that they would not violate the spurious emission limits. Normally, 46-50dBm EIRP levels are used for transmission and PTS, the Swedish national regulator, defines the maximum 25W ERP (46dBm EIRP) to be used above 47MHz bands for cellular communications. For our work, 43dBm EIRP is used.

The channel attenuates the signal through various means, mainly the path loss and shadowing. The path loss defines the range and shadowing defines the coverage. There are different models studied in this work to choose which model to be used at what frequencies. Hata and WINNER models are used for up to 6GHz and log-distance model is used for frequencies beyond. From the study of different research works, a value of 6 for path loss component and 20m reference distance is chosen.

The received signal should be higher than the receiver internal noise in order to be decoded properly. The receiver noise depends on the noise it collects at its antenna due to surrounding and the heat produced in its circuitry. The antenna noise is assumed to be standard reference temperature (290K). The receiver noise depends on the noise figure (NF) of the receiver. The receiver noise figure is an important figure-of-merit and it depends on the gains and noise figure of the individual component. It is dominated by the gain and noise figure of the very first component; that is why in practice a low-noise amplifier (LNA) is used upfront. Different noise figure numbers from different LNAs from different manufacturers were collected to see the behavior of NF with respect to frequency, as there is no standard NF and frequency relation. The curve in figure 3.8 shows that NF increases with frequency. Since these are numbers from products used for BS, so for MS, that is cheaper, a rather higher value of 12dB is used for our link budget calculations.

From the results, it can be seen that lower frequencies provide better coverage even at very high receiving threshold while the higher frequencies can do the same but at a cost of dropping the threshold. Since, dropping the threshold all the way down is not feasible,
because it would increase the complexity of a UE. So, to cover up that cost CoMP and RNs can be deployed, as they would manage the interference and coverage holes, thus providing the better coverage both in the cell and at the edge.

Since, the capacity is linearly proportional to bandwidth so by having higher bandwidths at higher frequencies increase the capacity linearly. While, this capacity is logarithmically proportional to SNR and it is observed that for a fixed distance if we decrease the SNR, capacity drop logarithmically. It is also observed that higher frequencies, due to their higher bandwidth availability, provide higher data rates but at a cost of very short distances.

So, to balance between good range and a satisfactory data rate, we need to stay in middle of the spectrum. These bands also have high data rates but to compensate higher data rates of those of higher end frequencies, we could use MIMO, CA and HetNets as they combined could produce a gain of approximately 200-400. Also, CA can be used in existing systems to combine lower and higher end frequencies to provide the advantages of both the better coverage and higher data rates, respectively.

We conclude on the point that both the lower and higher end frequencies hold an advantage over each other but to meet the future demand we need to operate on middle frequencies to compensate for good coverage at some feasible receiving threshold and good high data rates. Modern techniques can always be used to improve the gains of systems to supersede the future demands.
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